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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the development and application of a CFD model for 
pulverised biomass combustion is presented. As a first step, the Discrete Phase Model 
(DPM) of the commercial CFD software FLUENT, originally developed for the 
combustion of pulverised coal, was investigated regarding its capability to predict 
pulverised biomass combustion. Based on these investigations, a more detailed sub-
model for the devolatilisation part of the combustion process, was included. 
Furthermore, the original DPM energy equation for a single particle was modified in 
order to account for the temperature-dependent specific heat capacity of a particle. This 
modification allows for a more accurate prediction of the temperature of a single 
particle (until the inert state of fly ash) along its trajectory. The validation of the 
modified DPM for thermally thin particles was performed with a 2 D numerical 
simulation of a pulverised wood flame in a vertical tube furnace.  
As a first engineering application, a 3D simulation of a wood dust-fired biomass 
underfeed stoker furnace was successfully performed. During operation it was 
observed, that a part of the fuel particles, which were apparently too small for fixed 
bed combustion, were entrained and burned out “on-the-fly”. This effect seemed to be 
the reason for high temperatures and ash slagging at the upper wall of the primary 
combustion chamber. In order to investigate this phenomenon, the extended DPM was 
applied in combination with an earlier developed CFD model for biomass grate 
furnaces. With the simulations performed, the entrained fuel particles could be 
identified to be the reason for the slagging problems.  
The developed model showed to be a valuable design tool for pulverised biomass 
combustion furnaces, but further extensions of the model are necessary and ongoing in 
order to appropriately describe the particle combustion process. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
CFD analysis has been successfully applied for the design and optimisation of several 
biomass grate furnaces [10, 12]. Being interested in applying the same tool in a 
numerical study of pulverised biomass furnaces, the Discrete Phase Model (DPM) of 
the commercial CFD software FLUENT 6 was investigated regarding its capability to 
predict pulverised biomass combustion. The DPM, originally developed for the 
combustion of pulverised coal, is based on the assumption of thermally thin particles. 
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In order to describe the processes of drying, devolatilisation and char combustion of a 
single fuel particle, the DPM utilises a set of sub-models, considered to proceed one 
after another.  

On the basis of the Biot number, which relates the internal heat transfer resistance 
to the external heat transfer resistance, particles can be generally divided into two 
categories: thermally thick and thermally thin ones. In the latter case the conduction 
effects can be neglected and the temperature throughout the particle can be considered 
to be uniform. The modelling work, done within the present study, is based on this 
assumption. It is postulated that for thermally thin particles the stages of the thermal 
conversion occur in series. But even for combustion of thin coal particles under some 
conditions the devolatilization and the char combustion can proceed in parallel [5]. In 
contrast to coal, wood is a fibrous solid, thus it cannot be easily reduced in size [9]. 
The size range of pulverised wood particles overcomes greatly those of pulverised coal 
and, hence, lay partly in the thermally thick range. 

Despite the general similarities between pulverised combustion of coal and that of 
biomass, which make much of the information available for coal transferable to 
biomass combustion [16], major differences have to be considered for modelling of 
combustion of biomass particles. Compared to coal, biomass has a much higher 
amount of volatile matter (approximately 80% and more), resulting in a dominating 
role of devolatilisation in the overall conversion process of the biomass particles. 
Therefore, a biomass-specific sub-model for devolatilisation has been incorporated in 
the original DPM. For drying and char combustion the original DPM sub-models have 
been applied. 

Moreover, concerning problems related to deposit formation and ash melting 
behaviour, the correct prediction of the particle temperature is of key importance. In 
the original DPM the temperature of a single combusting particle is calculated, 
assuming the constant value of the specific heat capacity of the solid fuel. Implying the 
temperature-dependent empirical correlations for the specific heat capacity of the solid 
biomass particle from [4], the energy equation for a single particle was modified.  

The validation of the modified DPM was performed based on a 2D simulation of a 
pulverised wood flame in a vertical tube furnace. Furthermore, the applicability of the 
modified DPM for technical problems was investigated in a 3D simulation of a wood 
dust-fired biomass underfeed stocker furnace. During operation of this furnace it was 
observed, that a part of the fuel particles, which were apparently too small for fixed 
bed combustion, were entrained and burned out “on-the-fly”, resulting in high 
temperatures and ash slagging at the upper wall of the primary combustion chamber. In 
order to investigate this phenomenon, the extended DPM was applied in combination 
with an earlier developed CFD model for biomass grate furnaces. With the simulations 
performed, the entrained fuel particles could be identified to be the reason for the 
slagging problems. 

Although all simulation results are satisfying, they indicate the necessity of 
modelling thermally thick biomass particles. The work on this issue is part of ongoing 
research and is not included in the present study.  
 
MODELLING 
 
Modelling of pulverised wood combustion within FLUENT 6 follows an Euler-
Lagrange approach. The gas phase is treated as continuum and described by the time-



 

averaged equations for mass, momentum, energy and species fractions, formulated in 
an Eulerian frame of reference. The discrete phase equations are formulated in a 
Lagrangian frame of reference. The coupling between the phases, i.e. the exchange of 
mass, heat and momentum is introduced through source terms in all equations for gas 
phase. 
 
MODELLING OF PULVERISED BIOMASS COMBUSTION 
 
The equation set for pulverised biomass combustion consists of the equation of motion 
for a particle, the energy transfer equation and the mass transfer equation. The original 
formulation of the equation of motion is applied during the whole combustion process 
(see [3] for details). The sub-models for initial heat-up, drying, devolatilisation, char 
combustion and final heating/cooling of the ash include heat and mass transfer 
equations. Within the present work, the simulations were performed with the following 
combustion sub-models: 
 
(1) The stage of the initial heat–up follows the inert law of the original DPM. During 

this stage the particle mass stays constant and the particle temperature is 
calculated from the modified FLUENT DPM energy equation. 

(2) The drying of a single fuel particle is modelled by two subsequent steps, 
vaporisation and boiling (according to the vaporisation law and boiling law of the 
original DPM). The mass loss during drying is calculated via original DPM 
equations. The temperature of the particle is determined from the modified 
FLUENT DPM energy equation. 

(3) During the process of devolatilisation the mass loss follows a biomass-specific 
sub-model, described below. The sub-model remains in effect as long as the mass 
of the particle exceeds the mass of the char. The solution of the modified 
FLUENT DPM energy equation gives the temperature of the particle.  

(4) The char combustion follows the surface combustion law of the original DPM. 
The biomass char is assumed to consist only of carbon and oxidises according to  

 
22 COOSchar b →⋅+            (1) 

 
where Sb [-] is the burnout stoichiometric ratio. The surface reaction proceeds at 
the rate given by the diffusion-limited surface reaction model (a part of the 
original DPM) until the combustible fraction is consumed. The particle 
temperature is calculated from the modified FLUENT DPM energy equation. 

(5)  The stage of final heating/cooling of the ash follows the inert law of the original 
DPM. The solution of the modified FLUENT DPM energy equation delivers the 
temperature of the remaining ash. 

 
Modified heat transfer equation  
 
Assuming thermally thin particles FLUENT solves the following heat transfer equation  
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which relates the particle temperature, Tp(t) [K], to the convective heat transfer, 
absorption/emission of radiation at the particle surface and an additional heat sink or 
source, Q(i) [W]. The formulation of Q(i) depends on the mass loss at the stage of the 
thermal conversion, a single particle is going through. In equation (2), mp [kg] is the 
mass of the particle, cp [J/kgK] is the specific heat capacity of the particle, Ap [m2] is 
the surface area of the particle, T∞ [K] is the local temperature of the gas phase, 
h [W/m2K] is the convective heat transfer coefficient, calculated from the correlation of 
Ranz and Marshall [3], εp = 0.9 [-] is the particle emissivity (value taken from 
[2, 3]),  σ = 5.67·10-8 [W/m2K4] is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and θR [K] is the 
radiation temperature of the surroundings. 

The original DPM is based on constant specific heat capacities of both the liquid 
water cp,w [J/kgK] and the specific heat capacity of the solid dry substance cp,dw 
[J/kgK]. During initial heat-up and drying, the specific heat capacity of the wet particle 
is calculated as a mass fraction average of the specific heat capacities cp,w and cp,dw. For 
the stages of devolatilisation, char combustion and final heating/cooling of the 
remaining ash the original DPM applies a constant value, cp,dw.  

In the present work, the specific heat capacity of the particle is varied in 
dependence of the particle temperature and the conversion stage. A mass fraction 
average of the specific heat capacities cp,w and cp,dw gives the value of the specific heat 
of the particle at the stage of drying. During devolatilisation, it is assumed that the 
specific heat of the particle varies linearly between the specific heat capacity of the dry 
virgin wood cp,dw and that of the char cp,c. During char combustion, the specific heat of 
the particle follows the linear variation between the specific heat of the char cp,c and 
that of the ash cp,a. In both cases, an interpolation factor η [−] is introduced, which 
relates the unconverted part of the particle mass to the total particle mass that can be 
converted at a certain stage of conversion. Table 1 summarises the input parameters for 
the energy equation. 
 
Devolatilisation sub-model 
 
In the presented work, the devolatilisation process was modelled following the 
independent parallel reactions approach, employed in several studies for modelling 
devolatilisation of biomass under different conditions [4, 6, 15]. The main difference of 
the independent parallel reactions model compared to devolatilisation sub-models 
provided by FLUENT, is the assumption that the three main components of wood, 
cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin decompose separately to volatiles and char: 
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The conversion rate ki [1/s] of each component is approximated by an Arrhenius 
equation. The coefficients ci [-] represent the amount of volatiles produced by the ith 
component. In the present work, the value of the fraction of the total amount of 
volatiles fv,0 [wt% d.b.] is assumed to equal the fraction of volatiles given by the 
proximate analysis of the fuel. The char is assumed to consist of pure carbon and the 



 

value of the char fraction fc,0 [wt% d.b.] is given by the amount of fixed carbon 
according to the proximate analysis of the fuel. All model parameters are given in 
Table 2. 

The main disadvantage of the independent parallel reactions model is that the 
coefficients ci and the kinetic parameters (pre-exponential factor Ai and activation 
energy Ei) are determined from thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The parameters ci, 
Ai and Ei are strictly valid only for the conditions, under which the TGA experiment 
was performed, and for the distribution of the devolatilisation products (volatiles and 
char), resulting from the respective TGA test run.  

Since in FLUENT only one species, CHxOy can be released from the particle surface 
during devolatilisation, an artificial reaction was added to the reaction mechanism for 
the gas phase 
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introduced only for the purpose of modelling the composition of volatile gases Pi, 
leaving the surface of the particles (CH4, CO, CO2, H2 and H2O in this case). The 
distribution of gas species (coefficients νi) in volatiles was determined from chemical 
equilibrium calculations. These calculations were performed in a temperature range 
Tdevol = 700 - 900 [K], in which the most of the volatiles are released under rapid 
devolatilisation conditions as proven experimentally in [8]. 

The effect of the shrinkage of a single fuel particle during the devolatilisation 
process is modelled by means of the constant Csw [-] (termed in FLUENT as swelling 
coefficient). In the present work the value of Csw is calculated from  
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where fv,0 [wt% d.b.] is the fraction of the total amount of volatiles initially present in 
the particle, ρdw [kg/m3] is the density of the dry virgin wood and ρchar [kg/m3] is the 
density of the char after the devolatilisation process is completed (see Table 2). The 
change of the particle diameter is given by 
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according to [3]. In equation (6) dp [m] is the current particle diameter and dp,0 [m] is 
the particle diameter at the start of the devolatilisation process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table 1 Values and correlations of physical parameters used as input for the energy 
equation (1) in different stages of combustion. 

 
parameter   correlation/value unit ref. 

specific heat capacity of liquid water 812,4, =wpc  J/kgK [3] 

specific heat capacity of dry virgin wood 1)  pdwp Tc += 500,1,  J/kgK [4] 

specific heat capacity of char 2) 24
, 1085.609.2420 ppcp TTc −⋅++=  J/kgK [4] 

specific heat capacity of ash 3) 100,1, =apc  J/kgK  

initial heat-up    

heat source  0)( =−upheatQ  W [3] 

specific heat capacity of moist wood dwpwwpw
upheat

p cfcfc ,0,,0,
)( )1( −+=−  J/kgK  [3] 

drying     

heat source  w

drying
pdrying h
dt

dm
Q

)(
)( =  W [3] 

latent heat of water 610263.2 ⋅=wh  J/kg [3] 

specific heat capacity of moist wood dwpwwpw
drying

p cfcfc ,,
)( )1( −+=  J/kgK [3] 

devolatilisation    

heat source  vol

dev
pdev h

dt
dm

Q
)(

)( =  W [3] 

latent heat of volatiles 4) 0=volh  J/kg  

specific heat capacity of the solid substance cp
dev

dwp
devdev

p ccc ,
)(

,
)()( )1( ηη −+=  J/kgK [4] 

interpolation factor 
0,0,0,

)(

)1( pvw

pdev

mff
m

−
=η  -  

char combustion    

heat source  reac

comb
p

h
comb H

dt
dm

fQ
)(

)( −=  W [3] 

heat of reaction for burnout 7102789.3 ⋅=reacH  J/kg [3] 

heat fraction absorbed by solid 2.0=hf  - [15] 

specific heat capacity of the solid substance ap
comb

cp
combcomb

p ccc ,
)(

,
)()( )1( ηη −+=  J/kgK  

interpolation factor 
0,0,0,

)(

)1)(1( pvw

pcomb

mff
m

−−
=η   -   

final heating/cooling of the ash    

heat source  0)( =finalQ  W [3] 

specific heat capacity of the remaining ash ap
final

p cc ,
)( =  J/kgK   

 
Explanations:  1)…correlation valid in the range from 350 to 500 [K]; 2)…correlation valid in 
the range from 273 to 1,273 K; 3)…assumed in present work; 4)…the endothermicity of the 
devolatilisation process was neglected; mp…current mass of particle, [kg]; mp,0…initial mass of  
particle, [kg]; fw…current water content [wt% w.b.]; fw,0…initial water content [wt% w.b.]; 
fv,0…initial volatile content [wt% d.b.]. 



 

 
Table 2 Parameters used for the devolatilisation sub-model [4]. 

 
property   correlation/value unit 

hemicellulose  )/exp( 111 pRTEAk −=  1/s 

amount of volatiles produced  45.01 =c  - 

pre-exponential factor 98.6log 1 =A  log s-1

activation energy   9.1061 =E  kJ/mol 

cellulose  )/exp( 222 pRTEAk −=  1/s 

amount of volatiles produced 34.02 =c  - 

pre-exponential factor 86.20log 2 =A  log s-1

activation energy   5.2762 =E  kJ/mol 

lignin  )/exp( 333 pRTEAk −=  1/s 

amount of volatiles produced 21.03 =c  - 

pre-exponential factor 56.0log 3 =A  log s-1

activation energy   2.443 =E  kJ/mol 

density of dry wood 470=dwρ  kg/m3 

density of char   290=cρ  kg/m3 
 

Explanations: the amount of volatiles ci produced is expressed on the basis of the total 
amount of volatiles; all values given relate to spruce. 

 
MODELLING OF THE GAS PHASE 
 
The modelling of the turbulent reactive flow is based on the Realizable k-ε Model 
(turbulence), the Discrete Ordinates Model (radiation) and the Eddy Dissipation Model 
(turbulent gas phase combustion) in combination with a global methane 3-step reaction 
mechanism of Brink [1] considering the species CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O and O2. 

The Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) in combination with reaction kinetics serves to 
calculate the rate of fuel consumption Rbr [kg/m3s] as the lowest (limiting) step of 
mixing rates proportional to the decay of fuel, oxygen and product swirls as well as a 
kinetic rate Rbr,kin [kg/m3s] without consideration of the influence of turbulent 
fluctuations 
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In equation (7), Amag and Bmag are empirical constants of the EDM, k [m2/s2] is the 
Favre-averaged turbulent kinetic energy, ε [m2/s3] is the Favre-averaged dissipation 
rate of turbulent kinetic energy, Y [-] is the Favre-averaged mass fractions of fuel (f), 
oxidiser (ox) or product (prod), respectively, and rf is the mass-weighted stoichiometric 
coefficient of the fuel.  



 

The EDM is reasonably accurate for most industrial applications, numerically robust 
and applicable to premixed, non-premixed and partially premixed combustion but 
cannot account for strong coupling between turbulence and multi-step chemistry. 
Another disadvantage is the fact that the originally proposed value of the empirical 
model parameter, Amag = 4.0 [7], which determines the mixing rate (i.e. the reaction rate 
under the assumption that the combustion process is mainly mixing limited) is not 
universally valid. In the present study the influence of the different values of Amag on 
the prediction of pulverised wood flames was investigated. For the simulation of the 
biomass underfeed stoker furnace, a value of Amag = 0.6, found to be suitable for 
biomass grate furnaces [11, 13], was applied. 
 
EMPIRICAL FUEL BED COMBUSTION MODELLING 
 
For a 3D simulation of a wood dust-fired biomass underfeed stoker furnace the 
extended DPM was applied in combination with an earlier developed empirical model 
for fixed bed combustion of solid biomass fuels (see [11] for details). The empirically 
derived fixed bed combustion model runs in a pre-processor mode and provides the 
boundary conditions (mass and energy fluxes of the flue gas released from the fuel 
bed) for the subsequent CFD simulation of the gas phase in the furnace.  
 
DISSCUSSION OF RESULTS 
 
In the following the results from the validation of the extended DPM based on a 2D 
simulation of a pulverised wood flame in a vertical tube furnace as well as the results 
from a 3D simulation of a wood dust-fired underfeed stoker furnace are presented.  
 
VALIDATION CASE – PULVERISED WOOD FLAME 
 
The experimentally investigated vertical tube furnace [15] with an inner diameter of 
0.25 [m] and a height of 4 [m] was equipped with an axial burner, installed on the top 
of the furnace. An axial burner was chosen for the experiments because it establishes a 
simple flow pattern behind it. Table 3 summarises the characteristics of the pulverised 
wood used in the experiment. It was made from softwood pellets ground in a mill, with 
a resulting particle size distribution in the range of 28.5 to 1,200 [µm] and a mean 
particle size d50 = 400 [µm], according to the data reported in [19]. 
 
Table 3 Wood powder characteristics. 
 

moisture content proximate analysis, wt% d.b. ultimate analysis, wt% d.b. 
net calorific 

value 

wt% w.b. volatiles fixed carbon ash C H O N S  Cl MJ/kg w.b. 

7.8 84.7 15 0.3 50.7 6.2 42.8 <0.1 <0.01 <0.01 17.52 
 

All calculations were performed for the operation conditions (see Table 4) of the 
test runs. The primary and secondary air were not pre-heated. A wall temperature 
profile, based on wall temperatures, which were measured at eight positions using 
thermocouples, was used as boundary condition for the numerical simulations. 



 

The validation of the modified DPM was carried out by means of measured gas 
temperatures and the measured gas species concentrations for O2, CO2 and CO (as well 
as H2  and ultra light hydrocarbons UHC, which are not discussed here) along the 
furnace axis. A detailed description of the experimental equipment and the 
measurement procedure can be found in [15]. 
 

Table 4 Operation conditions. 
 

parameter   value unit 

wood powder feed rate   6 kg/h 

primary air flow  12 Nm3/h 

secondary air flow 18 Nm3/h 

 
Discussion of results 
 
Figs. 1-4 show the comparison of numerical and experimental results for the flame 
temperature as well as mole fractions of O2, CO2 and CO along the furnace axis.  

The influence of three model parameters on the simulation results was studied. The 
composition of the volatiles released was determined at two different temperatures 
Tdevol = 700 [K] and Tdevol = 800 [K]. Moreover, simulations with different values of the 
empirical Magnussen constant Amag, of the EDM, which determines the mixing rate 
(i.e. the reaction rate under the assumption that the combustion process is mainly 
mixing limited), were performed (Amag = 1 and Amag = 2). Additionally, the effect of the 
specific heat capacity cp of the fuel particles on the gas phase as well as on the 
temperature of a single particle was investigated.  

Generally, a good agreement between the numerically predicted and measured 
flame temperature could be achieved (see Fig. 1). The calculated O2 and CO2 
concentrations follow qualitatively the measured ones (see Fig.2 and Fig. 3). In [15] 
the authors reported, that during the experiments they performed, the fuel supply was 
instable due to difficulties with the fuel feeding system. Whereas the gas temperatures 
were monitored using 5 fixed suction pyrometers, thus monitoring one operating 
condition, one moveable quench liquid probe was used for the determination of the 
species concentrations. Taking into account the instabilities during experiments, the 
measured species concentrations may correspond to different operating conditions. For 
this reason larger uncertainties have to be assumed for the measurement data when 
being compared to calculation results. 

The results of a simulation performed with the one-step kinetic rate model, 
provided within FLUENT (parameters used for spruce wood: logA = 6.18 [log s-1] and 
E = 102.6 [kJ/mol], both from [4]) show, that the one-step kinetic rate model obviously 
cannot predict the release of volatiles correctly (see Figs. 1-4). It results in a too 
moderate increase of the gas temperature along the furnace axis without clear flame 
lift-off. An overall improvement in the numerical prediction was obtained by applying 
the independent parallel reaction model for the devolatilisation process, although a 
delayed temperature rise along the furnace axis is still present, compared to the 
measurement results. Besides the influence of the kinetic parameters used, this effect 
may result from the modelling assumption of thermally thin particles and a serial 
sequence of the devolatilisation and char combustion processes. Taking into account, 



 

that the overlapping of the mentioned processes, which may take place, cannot be 
predicted with the present model, the results indicate the necessity of the consideration 
of thermally thick particles by resolving temperature gradients within them and thus, 
accounting for a possible overlap.  

Among all of parameters varied, the value of Amag has the strongest influence on the 
gas flow field calculated. The calculations with Amag = 1 show a better agreement with 
the measured flame temperatures, CO2 and O2 concentrations. These findings are in 
agreement with [11], where the values of Amag from 0.8 to 1 have been proposed as best 
suitable for the simulation of the gas flames. Compared to the simulation results 
achieved for Amag = 2, the lower value Amag = 1 results in lower reaction rates (eddy 
break-up rates), thus leading to lower peak temperatures (Fig.1) and higher CO 
concentrations (Fig. 4). These facts evidence, that the modelling of the gas phase 
combustion has a very strong influence on the overall simulation results. Therefore, 
more sophisticated gas phase combustion models are currently being developed. 

The different composition of volatiles released from the particle surface, 
determined at two temperatures Tdevol, does not have a great impact on the overall 
simulation results (see Figs. 1-4). Hence, the value of the presumed temperature Tdevol 
influences the composition of the flue gas formed only slightly. A high discrepancy 
between measured and predicted concentrations of the intermediate species CO is 
common to all simulations (see Fig. 4). It arises due to the fact, that in the model 
applied the distribution of the volatiles released from the particle surface is kept 
constant during the process of devolatilisation. 
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Fig. 1 Flame temperature along the furnace axis. 
Explanations: Experiment….measured values of flame temperature with an uncertainty margin 
of 10%, [15]; T…devolatilisation temperature Tdevol, values used: Tdevol=700 and Tdevol=800 [K]; 
Amag…Magnussen constant Amag, values used: Amag=1 and Amag=2; cp=var…simulations 
performed with variable specific heat capacity of the fuel particles; cp=const…simulation 
performed with constant specific heat capacity of the fuel particles csd = 1,700 [J/kgK]; one-
step…simulation performed with the one-step kinetic model. 
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Fig. 2 O2 concentration along the furnace axis. 
Explanations: Experiment...measured values of O2 concentrations with an uncertainty margin of 
15%, [15]; for abbreviations see Fig.1. 
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Fig. 3 CO2 concentration along the furnace axis. 
Explanations: Experiment…measured values of CO2 concentrations with an uncertainty margin 
of 15%, [15]; for abbreviations see Fig.1. 
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Fig. 4 CO concentration along the furnace axis. 
Explanations: Experiment…measured values of CO concentrations with an uncertainty margin of 
30%, [19]; for abbreviations see Fig.1. 
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Fig. 5 Calculated particle temperature for three different particle sizes. 
Explanations: dmin… minimal particle size, value: dmin=28.5 [µm]; dmax…maximal particle size, 
value: dmax =1,200 [µm]; d50… mean particle size, value: d50=400 [µm]; simulations performed 
with devolatilization temperature Tdevol=700 [K] and Magnussen constant Amag=1. 



 

The variable specific heat capacity of the fuel particles cp influences the flame 
temperature (Fig. 1) as well as the composition of the gas mixture (Figs. 2-4) only 
slightly. Fig. 5 shows the effect of a variation of the specific heat capacity of the fuel 
particles cp (thick lines) on the particle temperature for three different particle sizes. 
The thin lines represent the calculation for a constant specific heat capacity of the solid 
fuel particles csd. With increasing particle size the influence of a variable specific heat 
capacity cp on particle temperature becomes more visible, resulting in lower maximal 
particle temperatures. At lower particle temperatures less volatiles are released, thus 
resulting in less combustible gases available in the particle surroundings. According to 
these results it can be stated, that the appropriate values for the specific heat capacity of 
the fuel particles are to a lesser extent important for the prediction of the gas phase and 
to a greater extent important for the evaluation of the particle temperature. A correct 
prediction of the particle temperature is of great importance, concerning the intention 
to couple the DPM with an ash deposition model, which is currently under 
development. 
 
ENGINEERING APPLICATION – BIOMASS FURNACE 
 
The numerically investigated underfeed stoker furnace (nominal capacity related to 
fuel power input (NCV): 7,000 [kWth]), shown in Fig. 6, operates with wood dust as 
fuel. The fuel is fed on two separated retorts by two screw conveyors from below. The 
furnace is subdivided into a short primary combustion zone (oxygen lean atmosphere, 
air ratio λ < 1) and a secondary combustion zone (oxygen rich atmosphere, air ratio 
λ > 1). For the purpose of temperature control and efficient mixing of unburned flue 
gas, re-circulated flue gas is supplied below and above the grates. 
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Fig. 6 Sketch of the biomass furnace investigated. 
Explanations: PCC…primary combustion chamber; SCC…secondary combustion chamber. 



 

During operation the furnace showed a strong tendency of slag formation, in particular 
at the upper wall of the primary combustion chamber and on the furnace side walls 
below it. Due to the slagging and the reaction of the slag with the insulation bricks the 
capacity of the combustion unit had to be reduced in order to avoid these effects. It is 
believed, according to the observations made, that the main reason for the above 
mentioned problem was the fuel itself, because of the small size of the wood dust 
particles fired (particle size distribution in the range from 40 to 2,000 [µm]). The 
particles are apparently too small for fixed bed combustion, so that a considerable 
fraction get entrained from the fuel bed, thus burning not in the bed but “on-the-fly”. 

In order to investigate this problem two simulations were performed. Both 
simulations were carried out for nominal boiler load under the assumption of optimum 
operating conditions (design case) because no measured operating data were available 
(see Table 5). One simulation (case A) was carried out, assuming that the whole 
amount of the fuel supplied burns out on the grates. Applying the empirical fixed bed 
model in a pre-processor mode, the boundary conditions (mass and energy fluxes of 
the flue gas released from the fuel bed) at the surface of the fixed bed (inlet boundary 
of the computational domain) were determined for this case. The second simulation 
(case B) was performed under the assumption that 50 % of the fuel supplied burn out 
on the grates and the rest gets entrained and burns out “on-the-fly”. For this purpose 
again, the empirical fixed bed model was applied in order to determine the boundary 
conditions (mass and energy fluxes of the flue gas released from the fixed bed) at the 
surface of the fixed bed, assumed to contain 50 % of the total amount of the fuel. The 
remaining 50 % of the total amount of the fuel were injected from the fixed bed (inlet 
boundary of the computational domain) into the furnace and the combustion process of 
the injected fuel particles was calculated with the extended DPM model.  
 

Table 5 Operating parameters of the biomass furnace investigated. 
 

parameter value  unit 

fuel (spruce)  wood dust - 

water content 8   wt% w.b. 

nominal capacity 7,000 kWth

recirculation ratio 0.39 - 

lambda prim 0.60 - 

lambda fuel bed  0.73 - 

lambda eff prim  0.98 - 

total air ratio  1.6 - 

adiabatic flame temperature  1,002  °C 
 

Explanations: nominal capacity…related to fuel power input (NCV); recirculation 
ratio…mass of flue gas re-circulated / mass of total flue gas in the furnace; 
lambda prim…primary air ratio based on the total amount of primary air; lamda 
fuel bed…(effective) air ratio passing through the fuel bed based on the total 
amount of primary air and re-circulated flue gas supplied below the grate; lambda 
eff prim…(effective) primary air ratio based on the total amount of primary air 
and the total amount of re-circulated flue gas; total air ratio…air ratio based on 
the total amount of injected air (primary and secondary air). 



 

Results 
 
Fig. 7 shows for cases A and B the flue gas temperature distribution in the symmetry 
plane of the furnace, normalised with the respective gas temperature at furnace exit. It 
should be noted, that in case B, where the entrained particles were considered, the exit 
flue gas temperature was lower then in case A, since a part of the fuel particles left the 
furnace without being burned out completely. Although both simulations show similar 
results, higher temperatures under the upper wall of the primary combustion chamber 
(compared to the flue gas temperature at furnace exit) could be detected for case B, 
which is in accordance with observations. Moreover, the particles partially burn out, 
when hitting the furnace walls, but without reaching the ash melting temperature 
(1,300 - 1,400 [°C]).  
 

A B

 
Fig. 7 Normalised flue gas temperature distribution in the symmetry plane of the 

furnace. 
Explanations: temperatures normalised with the respective flue gas temperature at the furnace 
exit; A- results of the simulation case A; B- results of the simulation case B. 
 

The influence of the entrained fly ash particles was weaker than expected and 
observed in practice, which is most probably due to the reasons discussed below. 
When the particles are injected into the furnace from the fuel bed surface they get 
immediately into the hot temperature zone above the fixed bed. Due to the high 
temperatures, to which the particles are exposed there, the devolatilisation process 
occurs rapidly and completes before the particles leave the hot region above the fuel 
bed. However, the process of char combustion directly under the upper wall of the 
primary combustion chamber could be predicted. In the simulation performed, the 
effect of “channeling“ in the fixed bed cannot be modelled by the empirical fixed bed 
model used [14]. As a consequence, the predicted flue gas temperatures above the fuel 



 

bed are too high. Furthermore, “channeling” contributes to a great extent to the 
entrainment of the fuel particles. Particles are carried away in strains of a cold gas 
mixture of primary air and re-circulated flue gas. Thus, in reality the devolatilisation 
and burnout of the entrained particles takes place not directly above the bed, but in the 
indicated problem region, resulting in an increase of the temperature of the surrounding 
flue gas. Furthermore, the size of a certain fraction of the entrained particles cannot be 
specified as thermally thin. Larger particles (Biot number Bi < 0.2 according to [2]) 
have a delayed thermal response compared to smaller ones and, therefore, behave 
differently during the combustion process. Without a model, which accounts for the 
thermally thick nature, the influence of this effect cannot be predicted. Concluding, as 
already discussed, a model for thermally thick particles is necessary in order to 
describe the combustion process better. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The development and application of a CFD model for pulverised biomass combustion 
is presented. The existing Discrete Phase Model (DPM) of the commercial software 
FLUENT, originally developed for the combustion of pulverised coal, was investigated 
concerning its capability to predict pulverised wood combustion. Due to the high 
amount of the volatiles, the devolatilisation process is of the outmost relevance in the 
case of biomass combustion. Therefore, a more detailed sub-model for the 
devolatilisation part of the overall conversion process of a single particle was included. 
Moreover, the original DPM energy equation for a single particle was modified in 
order to account for the temperature and composition dependent specific heat capacity 
of a particle during the whole combustion process, i.e. until the state of the inert fly 
ash.  

The extended DPM was validated based on a comparison of experimental data and 
numerical results of a 2D simulation of a pulverised wood flame. Taking into account 
the instabilities during experiments, uncertainties have to be assumed for the 
measurement data when being compared to calculation results. The numerical 
prediction showed a reasonably good agreement with measurements concerning the 
flame temperature as well as the O2 and CO2 concentrations. The presumed 
devolatilisation temperature, at which the composition of the volatiles released was 
determined, does not influence the overall numerical results. An assumption of the 
composition of the volatiles released, based on an equilibrium composition in the 
temperature range between 700 to 800 [K] (related to the devolatilisation temperature) 
is reasonably accurate. The variation of the empirical Magnussen constant showed, that 
the modelling of the gas phase has a great impact on the overall simulation results. 
Therefore, more sophisticated gas phase models than the simple EDM, which is not 
able to account for the complex interaction of turbulence and multi-step reaction 
kinetics, are currently being implemented and tested. Moreover, the simulations 
showed, that a more realistic prediction of the particle temperature history could be 
achieved by the introduction of a variable heat capacity of the fuel particles. A correct 
prediction of the particle temperature is of great importance in order to couple the 
DPM with an ash deposition model, which is currently under development. 

Moreover, the extended DPM model was applied in combination with an earlier 
developed empirical fixed bed combustion model for a 3D simulation of a wood dust-
fired underfeed stoker furnace in order to investigate the reason for ash slagging 



 

problems, observed during the operation of this plant. By the simulations performed, it 
turned out that the entrained hot particles, hitting the furnace walls, are most probably 
the reason for the slagging problems observed, but also indicated that a model 
describing the combustion of thermally thick particles is needed for a more accurate 
prediction of the flue gas temperature distribution in the plant.  

Concluding, the developed model was successfully tested and applied for the 
numerical prediction of pulverised wood combustion and showed to be a valuable tool 
for pulverised biomass combustion furnaces, but further extensions of the model are 
necessary and ongoing in order to appropriately describe the particle combustion 
process. Such a model is of great relevance also for co-firing applications as well as for 
the modelling and prediction of ash deposit formation. 
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